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Abstract: Cryptography is the mathematical core of information security. It serves both as a source
of hard computational problems and as precise language allowing for the formalization of sound
security models. While dealing with the mathematical foundations of cybersecurity is only possible
in specialized courses (tertiary level and beyond), it is essential to promote the role of mathematics
in this field at early educational stages. With this in mind, we introduce Crypto Go, a physical card
game that may be used both as a dissemination and as an educational tool. The game is carefully
devised in order to entertain and stimulate players, while boosting their understanding on how basic
cryptographic tools work and interplay. To get a preliminary assessment of our design, we collected
data from a series of test workshops, which engaged over two hundred players from different ages
and educational backgrounds. This basic evaluation indeed confirms that Crypto Go significantly
improves students’ motivation and has a positive impact in their perception and understanding of
the field.
Keywords: symmetric cryptography; serious games; STEM education; game based learning

1. Introduction
Cryptography is the basic science behind the design of secure computation and communication
systems. While both industry and academia surely link this area with different fields in mathematics
(e.g., number theory, geometry and computer algebra) the starring role of mathematics in this field is
hardly disseminated to the general public. In particular, young students have very few opportunities
to actually get a glimpse of cryptographic thinking, and far less to connect this discipline with the kind
of math they learn at school.
This work presents a card came, Crypto Go, which we designed to help students acquiring and/or
reinforcing basic concepts within so-called symmetric cryptography (cryptography without a priori
shared secrets). We pursued the design of a training tool suited for a wide audience, from the general
public with hardly any prior knowledge to security professionals—who are not always schooled in
up-to-date cryptographic developments. To this aim, we believe that the game is indeed most useful if
introduced in the context of a specially designed workshop, which may be adapted to the audience in
order to:
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(a)

show the high-level mathematical ideas behind cryptographic tools and the use in daily life of
these tools
a.1.
a.2.

(b)
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(target audience: young students) improving how they perceive the importance of
mathematics in their studies and lives,
(target audience: general public) showing them the relevance of mathematical innovation
in information technologies;

motivate learners to get deeper training in the mathematics of cryptography and,
as a consequence, grow the talent pool into the cybersecurity industry needed for the 21st century
b.1.
b.2.

(target audience: pre-college students, undergraduate students) attracting them to courses
and training programs related to mathematics and computing,
(target audience: professionals) broadcasting the added value of lifetime learning in the
context of mathematical techniques related to information security.

Indeed, fostering curiosity and interest in cybersecurity topics is a challenge, in particular when
the target audience is very young and/or lacking mathematics and computing literacy. In this
context, game based learning has proven to be a useful resource (see, for instance, the insightful
survey [1]). However, it is remarkable that most of the existing cybersecurity games for youngsters
focus mainly on security threats and defences in computer networks and, only recently, also include
topics related to social engineering and privacy protection. Still, none of these games focuses
on modern cryptography, although some make meager use of classical ciphers. We believe that
cryptography provides an exceptional context to raise awareness of very important security concepts
(i.e., confidentiality, integrity and authentication) and the consequences of not assuring them.
In addition, basic cryptographic training can make young students aware of the diverse and variable
nature of mechanisms ultimately involved in the design of a secure system, and of how mathematical
formalism is vital for describing, analyzing and validating these designs.
1.1. Related Work
Researchers from different disciplines are devoting increasing attention to gamification and
serious games as effective instruments for the achievement of individual or corporate goals. One of the
contexts where gamification and serious games are used for non-entertainment reasons is education.
Notably, the recent review on the topic in [2] shows that half of the research works published in the
time period March 2009–February 2014 focused on educational games while the other half focused
on entertainment games. On the other hand, there is an increasing need to build a rigorous research
framework to test how gamification may benefit non-gaming applications and the reasons behind it,
as discussed in [3].
Focusing on cybersecurity, serious games are perceived as useful training tools for several
reasons. Indeed, cybersecurity students and professionals are typically attracted to (mainly on-line)
games, so playing is a natural engaging method in training programs. Moreover, the technical skills
cybersecurity experts typically exhibit are frequently tested through competitions (hackatons/Capture
The Flag (typically referred to using the acronym CTF: online competitions where participants look for
“flags” that are hidden somewhere in a system). As a result, many serious games have been designed
in this context. We conceived Crypto Go from the assumption that physical games have a number
of advantages versus digital ones; in particular, they have stronger impact in intrinsic motivations,
in competition, socializing, closure, and self-expression. There are also evidences that analog games are
more diverse, as they hold the potential to allow different voices into design processes [4], while other
authors stress their suitability for younger students (see [5]). As Crypto Go is a physical card game,
we subsequently name the most relevant physical games and refer the interested readers to the
surveys [6,7]:
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Elevation of Privilege (EoP) (see [8]). Card game designed by Microsoft for teaching threat
modelling. It was created as an educational tool for developers and architects, to help them
understanding different strategies for examining possible threats to software and computer
systems. A recent evaluation of this game can be seen in [9].
Security Requirements Education Game (SREG) (see [10]). Card game conceived to train and educate
stakeholders regarding security requirements and possible attacks. The effectiveness of this game
has been evaluated empirically by the authors.
Capture the Flag Unplugged (see [11]). This is an offline competition, targeting players who may
not have the technical skills to participate in a typical CTF. This game has been evaluated on
a small experiment involving 36 high-school students, yielding promising results.
Control-Alt-Hack (see [12]). Table top card game, where players behave as white hat hackers in
a security consulting company. According to the authors, fun and engaging gameplay are design
priorities over educational messages.
[d0x3d!] (see [13]). Cooperative tabletop game geared towards getting young students interested
in computer security. Informally tested by the authors.
Decisions and Disruptions. Tabletop game involving role-playing and dealing with security in
industrial control systems. Intended for professionals, the authors have used it to identified
decision patterns, good practices and typical errors in three different cathegories of security
experts [14].
RISKIO (see [15]). Designed for non-technical players, RISKIO is a tabletop game designed to
increase cyber security awareness in companies. The authors tested the players usefulness and
ease of use perception, finding significant differences on how students and professionals felt
about playing RISKIO.

In spite of the abundance of educational proposals involving games or role-playing activities,
most of them focus on advanced information security topics or are geared towards security awareness
in a broader sense [16]. In particular, we found no design dedicated to teaching symmetric cryptography
and the mathematical ideas behind it. Innovative proposals involving dedicated software or digital
tools can indeed be found, such as CYPHER [17], an open-access MOOC-style learning platform,
some very creative cryptographic escape-the-room challenges [18,19], or different approaches,
such as [20], which explores the use of visualization techniques for teaching cryptography. However,
we find that these proposals are not easy to adapt for digitally untrained audiences. Other educational
resources, such as the Cryptoclub Project (see [21]) nicely involve simple mathematical tools and crypto
puzzles for K12 students, while fail to provide up to date insight for audiences engaged in higher
education programs. Thus, we were highly motivated to undertake the design of Crypto Go to fill the
existing gap for analog educational games related to cryptography which can moreover be adapted to
a wide audience.
We developed a first prototype aiming at a flexible tool that could be adapted to serve as
an instructional game in a wide variety of environments, and be useful for boosting motivation
in individuals with poor (or even non-existent) prior knowledge in the field. After testing the game
informally with our own students (enrolled in STEM degrees) and including small variations in
the original design, we decided to carry out an exploratory evaluation in order to understand the
usefulness of our initial layout in a broader audience. While a deeper evaluation would indeed be
convenient to determine the actual value of Crypto Go, we could certainly assess its positive impact in
students motivation and engagement.
Paper roadmap: The game Crypto Go is described in Section 2, where we first introduce the deck
mechanics and educational goals pursued by our design (Section 2.2) to further explain (Section 2.3)
the setup of our preliminary evaluation: research questions posed, workshops’ design, and overview
of engaged participants. Section 3 summarizes the results of our analysis, while Section 4 concludes
this exposition with some final remarks.
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2. Materials and Methods
Our game Crypto Go See (www.cryptogogame.com) was conceived as a wide-audience educational
tool, to be used not only in cryptography courses for college students or specialized training for
professionals, but also targeting a much wider audience (families, professionals not related to IT,
undergraduate students in arts, etc.). While we wanted to configure a game that could help students
with a solid cryptographic background to cement relevant concepts, we also pursued a design that
could appeal, entertain and, ultimately, get the general public interested in modern cryptography.
2.1. Playing the Game in Context: The Introductory Talk
Our workshops are preceded by an informal introductory talk, where we explain the game
dynamics and the main concepts and cryptographic tools involved. In our exposition, we try to bring
out related mathematical concepts with which the audience is familiar. For example, when we explain
hash functions to undergraduate students (typically, enrolled in engineering degrees), we stress the fact
that they are highly non-injective objects (as functions defined in an infinite domain which however
range on a set of short bit strings). In addition, we link the concept of key-size for encryption schemes
with the notion of convergence they have learnt in basic calculus, remarking that security theorems
are essentially of asymptotic nature. As a result, they learn that for “small” keys, many schemes
are insecure, while increasing sufficiently the key sizes security is achieved. Here, what sufficiently
means depends on the speed of convergence, as they often realize themselves. For younger (K12)
students, we typically restrict to informal comments about the different operations involved in
symmetric encryption (which either “shuffles” the letters in the cleartext or substitutes symbols
according to a certain rule). For instance, at this point we sometimes introduce some simple counting
arguments so that they can compute how many ciphertexts may come out from a plaintext word using
a prescribed method.
After this introductory talk, learners have not only grasped the game mechanics but,
most importantly, they get a glimpse into the mathematical essence behind the tools represented
by the different card types.
2.2. The Game
Crypto Go is a card drafting game, where players aim at collecting certain special winning sets of
cards, that actually represent solid cryptographic constructions. Decks consist of 108 cards, each of
them displaying a concrete modern cryptographic tool. There are six different types of cryptographic
tools involved in the game: stream ciphers (SCs), block ciphers (BCs), hash functions (Hs), operation
modes (OMs), authenticated encryption modes (AEs), and message authentication codes (MACs).
Colors reveal the tool type represented by a card (red for SC, pink for BC, orange for H, yellow for OM,
green for AE, and blue for MAC). Each specific card will thus show the name of a particular tool (such
as the block cipher AES or the hash function MD5), followed by a short note with related information
(see Figure 1).
In addition, players are given two cheat cards which explain how these tools interplay in order to
derive a secure cryptographic construction (in some sense).
√
In addition, a simple encoding is sketched in the cheat cards:
for secure tools, ∼ for those
likely to remain secure in the next 5–10 years and × for tools that are known to have severe security
problems—and should be avoided. These cheat cards are an extremely simplified summary of the
security recommendations contained in the ECRYPT CSA report [22]. (We actually include a disclaimer
in the game instructions emphasizing that the game rules should by no means be used for guiding
real-life implementations or developments).
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Figure 1. Crypto Go: card sample for each tool type and cheat cards.

2.2.1. How to Play
The goal of each player is to form as many Crypto Kits as possible; a Crypto Kit is a card set
representing cryptographic tools that suffice to attain the three main qualities targeted in symmetric
cryptography: confidentiality, integrity, and authentication (typically represented by the acronym CIA).
Figure 2 shows the card combinations yielding valid Crypto Kits. For instance, a Crypto Kit can
consist of an SC card, a MAC card, and either a BC or an H card.

Figure 2. Summary of Crypto Kits.

The game mechanics are as follows: first, cards are shuffled and each player is given six cards,
leaving the rest upside down on a main deck in the centre. Now each player chooses a card from her
hand and leaves it on the table, upside down. When all players have done this, everyone reveals her
chosen card by turning it face-up. Next, each player passes her hand to her neighbour on the left.
Thus, in the next turn, everyone has a new hand containing one card less. The procedure is repeated
until the hand received by each player contains only one card. At this moment, a special turn begins at
which each player takes four cards from the main deck, and from the five cards he/she now holds,
each player must choose and play a card (as in a normal turn). Furthermore, each player may use
the cards in his/her hand to replace up to two of his/her already played cards, discarding the cards
that have been substituted in a face-down pile on the table. Now, before passing hands once more,
each player should take from the main deck as many cards as he/she has substituted (so that anyway
a hand of four cards is passed). Now, the game direction shifts and normal turns are played until
everyone is empty handed.
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When there are no cards left to pass and each player has collected 10 cards, the round ends
and scores are publicly computed. Players score 16 points for each completed Crypto Kit. However,
poor security properties have a price: 2 points must be subtracted for every involved card with medium
security level, and 4 points for every card with low security level. On the other hand, for each Crypto
Kit constructed only with high security level cards, 4 extra points are awarded (i.e., 20 points are scored
for a pristine Crypto Kit). See learners playing Crypto Go in Figure 3 bellow.

Figure 3. Learners playing Crypto Go.

The player with the highest score after three rounds wins the game. Note than Crypto Go decks
contain unequal numbers of cryptographic cards of each given type. Each such number depends on
how frequently the card is used for building Crypto Kits. For instance, BC cards can be used in up to
five different Crypto Kit constructions; as a result, there will be many BC cards in a deck. However,
AE cards are (for the same reason) scarce. Being aware of the card type distribution is critical for
developing the best winning strategy. Moreover, remembering which tools are useful for deriving
secure constructions is a big plus for mastering the game.
2.2.2. Educational Goals Behind Our Design
Our main inspiration behind the design of Crypto Go is the card game Sushi Go (See https:
//gamewright.com/product/Sushi-Go) for more information about Sushi Go game. This is a highly
popular entertainment card game, which can be played and enjoyed even by very young kids. On the
other hand, Crypto Go rules and mechanics have been carefully designed to help students automatize
the choice and discrimination of cryptographic tools. This ability is really valuable nowadays, as,
for instance, obsolete cryptography is often used in certificates which, however, are not identified as
invalid by some web browsers.
Moreover, we wanted to help students telling apart the three CIA elements, and gaining
a basic understanding of how they are obtained from (often familiar) mathematical tools. Informally,
confidentiality is attained if only legitimate recipients have access to the message contents, typically
through encryption methods that involve some masking operation with a secret element in a prescribed
algebraic structure. In turn, integrity provides non-tampering assurance to the authorized recipient.
Further, authentication is achieved if a message source can be validated. These last two goals are
typically achieved using tagging functions which allow for the construction of mathematical evidences
of origin and intactness. A high level explanation of how these functions work can be given using
basic concepts from high-school mathematics (function range and domain, injectivity, preimage, etc.).
While these three CIA properties are closely related, it is important to understand that they are
distinct and cannot always be achieved using the same cryptographic tools. Each Crypto Kit is a card
assortment representing a set of cryptographic tools that suffice for achieving (in a simplified setting)
these three pillars of secure communication. Collecting cards that at the end of the game will fail to
guarantee all three CIA qualities is a bad strategy when playing Crypto Go, just as it is in cryptographic
practise. On top of this, the game mechanics are carefully pondered so that frequent playing will help
students in many different aspects:
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Remembering the names of insecure primitives. Indeed, getting rid of cards representing weak
cryptographic primitives is one of the key points of a winning strategy, so the faster a player
identifies penalizing cards, the better!
Identifying which cryptographic tools may be combined. Again, a clever organization of the kept
cards results in a higher final punctuation. The special turn is designed to favor players who are
agile in this respect.
Realizing the usefulness of authenticated encryption. The green cards, representing tools for
authenticated encryption (AE), are required for short (2-card) Crypto Kits. Thus, they are the main
object of desire for players, who quickly grasp the value of these cryptographic tools (which are
relatively new and often overlooked in basic cryptography courses).
Understanding the relevance of key sizes and hash-function ranges. A frequent mistake that
students make when they first approach symmetric cryptography is not paying enough attention
to parameters. Indeed, as parameters are typically adjusted considering the asymptotic behaviour
of certain functions arising in security proofs, it is important to send the message that concrete
figures do make a difference. (This is also a great real-world example showing the impact of
convergence speed to students knowing basic calculus.) Novel practitioners “tag” a hash function
(say SHA-2) as secure or insecure, forgetting that size matters: i.e., the output size is crucial to
determine the security level (see the cheat cards in Figure 1). Several cards in Crypto Go represent
tools for which reading carefully the number besides the name indeed makes a difference.

Finally, special care has been taken in using color to help learners telling apart different
cryptographic tools (and also for achieving a visually appealing design).
2.3. Initial Evaluation of Crypto Go
We have pursued an initial evaluation of Crypto Go, trying to assess its impact on the learning
process. Our goal was not only to make improvements in subsequent versions of the game, but also
to adapt its usage in order to get the best possible results when interacting with different audiences.
For this purpose, we collected data from several workshops involving over 200 participants.
2.3.1. Research Questions
We focused on three research questions in order to understand to what extent learners would
perceive our design as attractive and useful for learning. Furthermore, we explored whether gender or
game-proneness played a role in the effectiveness of Crypto Go.
Hypothesis 1 (H1). Learners perceive Crypto Go as a high quality educational game. Before assessing the
impact of the game on learners, it is critical to measure the game’s educational quality, as this can notably
influence the results. As we were pretty certain about the game’s playability, appealing design and relation to
targeted learning outcomes (see Section 2.2.2), our expectations were that learners would evaluate Crypto Go as
an educational game of significant quality.
Hypothesis 2 (H2). Learners perceive Crypto Go as an educational asset of significantly higher quality than
a non game-based equivalent task. More precisely, we want to establish whether Crypto Go has a significantly
higher positive effect on motivation, user experience and perceived learning than a non game-based substituting
task. We expected this to be the case, as it is stated in [2] that there is significant evidence in the literature on the
increased reactions regarding effective outcomes produced by games used in educational contexts.
Hypothesis 3 (H3). The effectiveness of Crypto Go is influenced by gender and/or gaming frequency.
Following [3], we find it relevant to explore different factors that may influence the effectiveness of our game.
In this work, we restricted our study to game-proneness and gender.
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2.3.2. Workshops
Our research was conducted through several workshops, which included an introductory talk
presenting the targeted knowledge concepts, followed by a reinforcing activity. We consider two
types of reinforcing activities: one game-based, using Crypto Go, and another one non game-based,
using a substituting activity, for control workshops.
In the introductory talk, we explained the targeted mathematical and cryptographic concepts
with the support of colorful slides and manipulatives, adapting the tone and contents to the workshop
participants (the younger and less experienced, the more informal the tone and the less fine-grained
the exposition of concepts). Before explaining the targeted concepts, we established that the context of
the whole workshop was communication through the Internet (e.g., accessing some popular video
sharing service or social network). This is an activity that most people perform daily and focusing the
workshop around this type of communication and its security helps participants link the workshop
concepts with previous knowledge and experience.
In game-based workshops, the introductory talk was followed by a description of Crypto Go
elements (highlighting how they represented concepts introduced in the talk) and its mechanics.
We refer the reader to Section 2 for a thorough description of Crypto Go. Afterwards, participants
were organized in groups of 4 to 6 players around a table to play at least two rounds of Crypto Go.
In control workshops, the Crypto Go experience was replaced by a substituting activity that
was designed to imitate as much as possible the mechanics of the game, except for the gaming
characteristics (social competition, scores, appealing design, etc.). Specifically, this activity consisted
of two paper-based exercises in which learners were given a list of 16 cryptographic constructions
(together with their tool type and security level), and they had to select 10 of them to build as many
combinations achieving the three CIA, with the highest possible security. Participants were then asked
to organize in pairs and were given some time to provide an answer to the two exercises. Afterwards,
a possible solution for each exercise was shown and discussed with the whole group of learners.
In order to evaluate the quality of Crypto Go as an educational game we have used the questionnaire
proposed in the MEGAA model described in [23], that follows a post-test design. We used the version
for non-digital games and made minor modifications. An exposition in English of the main ideas
in [23] (which is written in Portuguese) can be found in [24,25]. From the the questionnaire defined
in MEGAA, we have derived a normalized score of the quality of an educational game as the sum
of the values given by a learner for each of the items in the questionnaire, normalized over a [0, 1]
range. We have also derived a normalized score for each of the factors composing the MEGAA model
(motivation, user experience, perceived learning), in order to facilitate comparisons.
In order to compare results between game-based and control workshops, we have adapted
MEGAA’s items to assess the same factors but referring to a (substituting) activity instead of a game.
For example, if the original item in the MEGAA questionnaire read as “I would like to play this game
again”, we rephrased it as “I would like to do this activity again”.
A total of 11 workshops were arranged, belonging to two different types: three within formal
STEM dissemination events (most of them for either general public or K12 students) and eight with
several local education institutions (high schools, colleges, and universities). The workshops took
place from November 2018 till February 2019. In the case of workshops with experienced participants,
we searched specific settings and decided to conduct a game or a control treatment seeking to balance
the numbers of participants receiving each treatment. All workshops involving non-experienced
participants were game-based and concepts were introduced in a more informal way (see Figure 4).
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(a) One of the researchers at Madrid Science Fair 2019

(b) Manipulatives for informal workshops
Figure 4. Workshops.

2.3.3. Participants
In total, we collected data from 223 participants. We divided them in three age groups: 14–18
(where we had 75 participants), 19–21 (to which 120 participants belonged) and 22–28, where we had
28 learners joining in. With respect to gender, we had 54 females and 164 males, while five participants
did not declare their gender (see Figure 5b). Out of the 223 participants, 163 of them played Crypto Go,
while the other 60 comprise the control group. As expected, the majority of the younger participants
(14–18 years old) had no previous experience in cryptography, so most of them attended a Crypto Go
(game-based) workshop. In the other two age groups roughly 40% of the participants were assigned
to a control workshop: 48 from the first group (ages 19 to 21) and 11 from the 22–28 years old group
(see Figure 5a).
Participants by age and treatment

Participants by age and sex

125

125
48

19

Control

100

female
100

97

C−Go

75

1
74

non declared

75
72

50

male

29

50
45

11

25

6

25

22
17

0

0
14−18

19−21

22−28

1
14−18

(a) By age and treatment

4
0
19−21

22−28

(b) By age and sex
Figure 5. Participants.

3. Results
We have used the statistical software R for the analysis below.
3.1. MEGAA: Results (H1, H2)
A first natural goal is to evidence the game’s quality. For that purpose, we follow several authors
in using a variable MEGAA to aggregate the scores of the three involved variables: motivation,
user experience, and perceived learning. In Figure 6 we present boxplots of the MEGAA score,
and scores for factors motivation, user experience, and perceived learning, with individuals grouped
as those who played Crypto Go (C-Go) and as those who did not (control group).
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0.6
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Perceived Learning

C−Go

● ●●

●

●

●

1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

Control

0.2

Control

●

0.2

C−Go

●

Control

0.2

Control

●

0.2

C−Go

Motivation

Figure 6. MEGAA results.

The results displayed in Figure 6 suggest that our research hypotheses H1 and H2 were satisfied.
Indeed, the unpaired two-samples Wilcoxon–Mann–Whiney one-sided test confirms that there was
a positive shift in the MEGAA distribution when Crypto Go players were compared with the control
group (approximate p-value 1.5 × 10−10 ). In fact, such a positive shift arose in all MEGAA’s constituent
factors, being more apparent in the variable user experience, whose p-value was almost negligible,
but it is still below 10−5 in motivation and perceived learning. Figure 6 also shows that the variability
of every considered variable on Crypto Go players was greater than in the control group, which
happened because the group of Crypto Go players was more heterogeneous than the control one.
3.2. MEGAA: Testing Influence of Gender/Game-Proneness (H3)
In order to have a sample with similar representation of both genders and a wide variety of
gaming frequencies, we restricted the study to participants with ages ranging from 14 to 18 years old,
who had no previous experience with cryptography. In this group we collected game-proneness data
from 61 individuals (35 boys and 26 girls), two of whom declared not to play games at all, 29 to be
occasional players, and 30 to play games often.
In our experimental study, females seemed to obtain higher MEGAA scores than males,
nevertheless this was highly influenced by three male students with very low MEGAA scores which
could be considered as outliers. After their deletion, the average MEGAA score of the females was still
slightly greater than the one of the male students, but their difference was not statistically significant.
After running normality tests and comparing their variances and means, both samples can be assumed
to have been taken from the same normal population.
On the other hand, when comparing regular versus occasional players, we could not find
significant differences in their MEGAA scores, and again both samples can be assumed to have
been taken from the same normal population.
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4. Conclusions
We have presented an educational card game, Crypto Go, and an initial evaluation of it. Using the
well-stablished MEGAA model, we evidenced that our game improves on traditional teaching methods
in different aspects. More precisely, the results obtained in the previous section can be summarized in
the following points:
•
•

Crypto Go shows positive results, outperforming a (traditional) educational activity, in all
parameters tested in MEGAA (motivation, user experience, perceived learning).
Neither gender, nor game-proneness seem to influence the Crypto Go MEGAA scores.

We note that our study is only preliminary, and should indeed be further refined as in our
experiments, control groups (engaged in the substituting task) are less heterogeneous since they are
always formed by students having a (somewhat solid) background in computing. It is also fair to
remark that as the didactic talk was always part of our experiments, we cannot separate its effect from
that of the game or substituting task. This does not affect the comparison between the two activities
(the talk was given in the same way and by the same researchers in both workshop types), yet it may
indeed limit the accuracy of our individual analysis of Crypto Go.
Further, we are convinced that the influence of Crypto Go in objective learning should be explored
in order to understand its actual value as a training tool. Based on the informal feedback we got
from K12 students and their teachers after our workshops, we believe that our game has a positive
influence in fostering motivation and excitement towards mathematics. In addition, older students
(undergraduates) often claimed that the workshops made them appreciate the practical value of basic
related courses (namely linear algebra and discrete mathematics). It would indeed be very interesting
to confirm this impressions through rigorous experiments. In our opinion, these investigations should
be carried out on groups of learners who have been playing frequently for a period of at least 3–4 weeks,
as it takes time to assimilate both the game mechanics and the mathematical concepts involved.
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